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DETOXING FROM CLEAN CLAIMS:
BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN "CLEAN"
AND "DIRTY'' BEAUTY
ALECSANDRA DRAGUS*
ABSTRACT

The clean beauty industry has gained increasing popularity
in the last couple of years. This has spurred the development of many
brands and impacted what consumers look for in their products.
This Note engages in the existing conversation in the beauty industry pertaining to "clean" products by showing that the lack of
interference from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to set definitional criteria
for what constitute ''clean" products has resulted in an increase in
the commercialization of health-conscious consumer beliefs based
on ambiguous and misleading information. These consumers are
stuck in a loop created and perpetrated by companies. Without
guidelines from the FDA and FTC, companies took the opportunity to exploit a narrative that the United States (U.S.) does not regulate ingredients in cosmetics or skincare. In turn, companies situate
themselves as actors looking after the welfare of consumers in the
cosmetic and beauty space. This Note seeks to dispel this myth and
urge the FDA and FTC to create guidance on the advertisement of
personal care products that claim to be ''clean," "natural," and most
importantly, "non-toxic." Dual action is needed. The FDA must set
the standard, and the FTC must regulate product use in commerce.

• JD Candidate, William & Mary Law School, 2022; BA in Political Science
and Spanish, University of Toronto, 2016.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2021, the global cosmetics industry produced a revenue
of almost $94 million.! Consumers in the United States represent
twenty percent of this market.2 Over the past couple of years,
natural and organic makeup has become increasingly popular
amongst consumers, particularly in the skincare industry.a By 2025,
in the U.S., the market for such products is expected to grow from
$750 million in 2016 to $1.65 billion.4 This growth is likely to be
accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has increased the
awareness in consumers for health, well-being, and safety products and services. 5 As a result, consumers are demanding more
natural ingredients in products. 6 This was evident as amidst the
global economic downturn caused by COVID-19, one particular
segment of the market-clean beauty-has managed to thrive despite widespread store closures. 7 Prestige clean beauty sales have
increased by eleven percent in 2020.8 During this time, the overall
' Statista Research Department, Cosmetics Industry-Statistics & Facts,
STATISTA (Jan. 12, 2022), https://www.statista.com/topics/3137/cosmetics·in
dustry/. Estimates have projected the global cosmetics market to reach $648.31
billion by 2026. Cosmetics Market Projected to Reached $648.31 Billion by 2026Tremendous Growth, Industry Demand & Investor &lutions by Leading Players:
LOreal International, Avon Products, Inc., Procter & Gamble, Unilever, GLOBENEWSWIRE (Sept. 15, 2020) [hereinafter GLOBENEWSWIRE], https://www.globe
newswire.com/fr/news-release/2020/09/15/2094014/0/en/Cosmetics·Market-Pro
jected-to-Reached·648-31-Billion-by-2026·Tremendous·Growth-Industry-Demand
-Investor-Solutions·by·Leafling·Players·LOreal·International·Avon·Products
-Inc-Procter·.html [https://perma.cc/GR4M·Y7G6].
2 Pamela N. Danziger, 6 Trends Shaping The Future Of The $532B Beauty
Business, FORBES (Sept. 1, 2019 10:56 AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/pam
danziger/2019/09/01/6·trends-shaping-the-future-of·the·532b-beauty·business
rlsh=29522a4a588d [https://perma.cc/94AQ·8S6V].
• Statista Research Department, Natural and organic cosmetics in the U.S.Statistics & Facts, STATISTA (Dec. 1, 2020), https://www.statista.com/topics
/4501/natural-and·organic-cosmetics·in-the·us/[https://perma.cc/W7Y9-HFNY].
4 Id.
6 See GLOBENEWSWIRE, supra note 1.
6 Id.
7 James Manso, Clean Beauty Brands Grow in Beauty's Double-Digit Losses,
WWD (Apr. 20, 2020), https://wwd.comlbeauty·industry-news/beauty-features
/clean-beauty·brands·grow·in·beautys-double-digit·losses-1203564680/ [https:/1
perma.ccN2KL-P3DH].
• Id. Skincare includes "cosmetic products designed for care and protection
of the skin." Leonie Senn·Kalb, Skin Care Report 2020, STATISTA (Nov. 2020).
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beauty market has decreased by fourteen percent, pointing to a
strong consumer preference for more natural alternatives.9 Additionally, consumers have shifted their purchasing habits from
brick-and-mortar stores to online retail; as a result, companies
are redirecting their focus to increasing their online social media
presence through new content and digital marketing.lO
Against this backdrop, Part I of this Note will provide an
overview of the clean beauty movement.1 1 The Note will focus on
the impact that consumer preferences for products concerning
health, wellness, and the environment have had on the market
as a whole, and the response on behalf of companies to accommodate these demands by increasing the number of such claims
on products.12 Part II will address the prevailing rhetoric amongst
consumers in the U.S. that the FDA allows unsafe and toxic chemicals to be used in skincare and cosmetics.13 Additionally, it will
discuss how this narrative spurred the creation of ''Dirty Lists'' _14
Part III will examine how the FDA regulates the cosmetic industry through the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA). 15 Part IV
explores how the U.S. regulates cosmetics through Advertising
Law.1 6 Part V will provide an alternative example of what policy
could look like by examining the European Union's (E.U.) regulation of claims particularly prevalent within the clean beauty
community-such as "free from" claims.17 Moreover, Part VI will
include a discussion of alternative standards of regulation of clean
beauty available internationally.lB Finally, Part VII will conclude
by urging the FDA and FTC to attempt to regulate this space.19
Alternatively, prestige skincare products refer to skin care products priced in
a "super and ultra-premium range." Simon Ludemann, Prestige Cosmetics &
Fragrances Report 2020, STATISTA (Nov. 2020).
9 Manso, supra note 7.
10Jd.
n See infra Part I.
12 See infra Part I.
'" See infra Part II.
14 See infra Part II.
15 See infra Part III.
16 See infra Part IV.
17 See infra Part V.
1a See infra Part VI.
19 See infra Part VII.
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The former must set the standard, and the latter must regulate
their use in commerce.2o

I. OVERVIEW OF THE CLEAN BEAUTY MOVEMENT
Today, consumers are more conscious about wellness and
health than in previous years.2 1 This "conscious consumerism"
spurred the growth of new market trends in the beauty and skin·
care market.22 As a result, consumers began exhibiting an increase in concern regarding synthetic and chemical ingredients
that are prevalent in their skincare.23 This drove a demand for
natural alternatives to their typical products.24 As such, natural
skincare products have gained popularity over the last few years
because consumers believe products labeled as "natural" are inherently safer. 25 This demand led to a significant increase in new
products; between 2013 and 2018, there has been an increase of
175% in new vegan beauty products brought to market.26 Therefore, it can be argued that the emerging "clean" beauty trend is
driven by the consumer demand for natural and safe products.27
Generally, consumers are looking for products that are vegan, sustainable, organic, and effective ingredients, and on the
whole, consumers equate "clean" with wellness.2s In the United
States, sixty-four percent of consumers indicate that ''purchasing healthy or clean beauty products was important to them."29
See infra Part VII.
Mahsa Shahbandeh, Natural and Organic Cosmetics, STATISTA (Nov. 2020).
22Jd.
28 /d.
24 Id. "A Global Web Index (GWl) survey in 2019 showed that over a quarter of
global consumers reported that they cared if beauty products they bought were
natural and organic." Shahbandeh, supra note 21.
25 Statista Research Department, supra note 3. Consumers report they believe "organic personal care and cosmetics are healthier than conventional
personal care and cosmetics products." Id. The same consumers report that
they value organic beauty and personal care products that are friendly to the
environment and lack alcohol. Id.; see also Khelin N. Aiken et a!., Proposed
US Legislation to Regulate Labeling of Cosmetics as "Natural," BAKER.MCKENZIE
(Dec. 12, 2019), https://www.bakermckenzie.com/enlinsight/publications/2019
/12/proposed-us-legislation-regulate-labeling [https://perma.cc/Z9RY-D8RV].
26 Statista Research Department, supra note 3.
27 Id.
2a Shahbandeh, supra note 21.
29Jd.
2o
21
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Seventy-three percent of U.S. consumers ''believe that natural
/organic products contain no harmful ingredients."3D A further
eighty percent of respondents affirmed that they wanted the
"makeup they bought to be clean."31 Additionally, consumers' demand for products free from toxins, carcinogenic ingredients, and
environmental damage have gained popularity over the years. 32
Moreover, consumers are seeking products that are free from particular chemicals, which have become known to be detrimental
to consumer health.33 Examples of these chemical include parahens, ammonia, sulphate formaldehyde, and polyethylene. 34 This
push towards cleaner, environmentally responsible products is said
to have originated from younger shoppers. as This new generation
regularly demands products that are ''not tested on animals'' and
are overall "eco-friendly" to a greater degree than the previous
generations. 36 Generally, these demands are based on a belief that
products that meet these demands are healthier for themselves
and perhaps even the environment. a? Naturally, to accommodate
for all these demands, consumers claim they "are willing to pay
more for the natural and sustainable options."38
This shift in consumer preferences has caused the market
for natural cosmetics to grow significantly.39 By 2027, the market is projected to reach $54 billion worldwide. 40 The industry as
a whole has felt these changes and, indeed, responded to the plight
of consumers. 41 As such, the cosmetics industry rushed to provide consumers what they had asked for, and shifts to providing
more natural and environmentally friendly claims and products
options to consumers began emerging at a rapid rate. 42 Large
cosmetics companies, such as L'Oreal and Unilever, have shifted
30

/d.
/d.
32 /d.
33 /d.
34Jd.
35 /d.
86 /d.
a7 Id.
38 /d.
39 /d.
40Jd.
41 Id. Long established brands are now competing with "new and innovative brands" that are responsive to beauty consumer demands. Id.
42 /d.
81
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to 100% recyclable packaging.43 Alternatively, to respond to this
demand, mainstream beauty retailers, such as Sephora, have also
begun to not only stock clean products, but also implement their
own clean standard.44 This shift culminated in the rise of specialized
companies and retailers with an exclusive focus on "green beauty"
that go so far as seeking to "detoxify" consumers' beauty routines. 45
Overall, the clean beauty industry has become a significant source of revenue in the cosmetic and beauty market. 4S In
the United States alone, sales of clean cosmetics amounted to
$1.3 billion in 2019. 47 This number is estimated to increase to
$1.73 billion by 2023. 48 There is no doubt that the clean beauty
industry is a large and growing market; however, its size and rapid
growth rate, in the face of lacking regulation and ill-founded consumer assumptions, requires regulatory agencies to step in and
prioritize consumer protection. 49
II. THE MYTH: THE UNITED STATESTHE LAND OF ''TOXIC" PRODUCTS

The beauty industry has gained a notorious reputation as
being a 'Wild West."50 This reputation is not without grounding in
reality. 51 A perfect example of this is clean beauty-particularly,
clean standards and their seemingly shapeshifting characteristics that vary between companies, retailers, and even consumer
understanding.52 Undoubtably, there is a clear focus on "clean''
43
44

ld.
Id.; see also What is Clean at Sephora?, SEPHORA, https://www.sephora

.com/beauty/clean-beauty-products [https://perma.cc/CLN9-DHM3].
45 Shahbandeh, supra note 21; see, e.g., Our Mission, CREDO BEAUTY, https:l/
credobeauty .com/pages/our-mission [https://perma.cc/7W4V-8B4H]; About the
Detox Market-Beauty You Can Trust, THE DETOX MARRET, https://www.the
detoxmarket.calpages/about-the-detox-market [https://perma.cc/ZU75-PRWX].
46 Shahbandeh, supra note 21.

Id.
ld.
49 I d.; see infra Part VII.
50 Joanna Campione, Beauty Industry in the US is the 'Wild, Wild West:·
Skincare CEO, YAHOO! (Dec. 7, 2019), https://www.yahoo.com/now/beauty-in
47

48

dustry-in-the-us-is-the-wild-wild-west-beautycounter-ceo-133509049.html?guc
counter=1 [https://perma.cc/S43B-TMV2].
51Jd.
52Jd.
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beauty from both the industry and the consumer perspective. 53
However, there is no consensus as to what "clean'' beauty means. 54
The term has not been defined by regulatory agencies. 55 Likewise
consumers cannot agree on a defmition. In a survey conducted in
2019, sixty percent of consumers worldwide were asked to define
"clean beaty"; some responded by stating it "meant a product was
'natural"' and a third thought it simply contained ''less-harsh chemicals."56 The fact that no regulatory agency in the United States
has defined "clean" beauty has created a perfect opportunity for
companies to create their own terminology with specific standards and definitions. 57
In addition to this environment of uncertainty, a common
rhetoric has emerged. The beauty industry, specifically in the United
States, has been portrayed as under-regulated in comparison to its
Canadian neighbor and as severely lacking when compared to its
European Union counterpart. 58 An emphasis has been placed on the
ill-founded notion that the U.S. cosmetics regulatory body, the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), legally allows harmful ingredients that Canada and the European Union ban in cosmetics
and personal care products. 59 As such, the idea that Americans are
constantly exposed to unsafe and untested chemicals in their day
to day lives has been embedded in the minds of consumers. so
News outlets have routinely highlighted that the European
Union has banned "more than 1,300 chemicals" while the United
States has only banned eleven.6 1 As a result, according to Janet
Nudelman, director of the Campaign for Safe Cosmetics, consumers are not guaranteed the safety of their products before
•• Shahbandeh, supra note 21.
54Jd.
•• Leah Chernikoff, Why Beauty Companies Keep Tinkering with Their Hit
Products, BUSINESS OF FASHION (Apr. 24, 2020), https://www.businessoffash
ion.com/articleslbeauty/why-beauty-companies-keep-tinkering-with-their-hit
-products?source=Next StoryPrompt [https://perma.cc/E34T-XJBC].
66 Shahbandeh, supra note 21.
67 Chernikoff, supra note 55.
68 Oliver Milman, US Cosmetics Are Full of Chemicals Banned by Euro~
Why?, THE GUARDIAN (May 22, 2019), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news
/2019/may/22/chemicals-in-cosmetics-us-restricted-eu [https://perma.cc/FNR2
-KGRH].
69 /d.
60Jd.
61Jd.
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they hit the shelves.62 There has even been a call for a "more
modernized framework for the [FDA] to 'improve consumer safety"'
by the former FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb. 63 While there
may be some truth to these claims-as it recently surfaced that
the popular children's retail chain, Claire's, sold cosmetics which
contained asbestos-64 this only tells half the story.
Consumers' newfound focus on health and wellness, coupled
with this rhetoric, has led to the rise of brands such as Credo
and the Detox Market. Both companies have created their own
"Dirty Lists."65 A ''Dirty List'' refers to a list of ingredients that
are deemed toxic or harmful to humans and the environment. 66
Credo echoes the old rhetoric in the mass media that the current
U.S. beauty industry is under-regulated and consumers are not
guaranteed safety of their products.67 It positions itself as clean·
er than the European Union, which is often praised as having
the highest standard of beauty regulation. 68 A signilicant statistic
that enforces this statement is that Credo claims it bans 2, 700
ingredients, whereas the European Union only bans 1,300. 69 Its
"Dirty List" begins by stating that the ingredients it bans have been
associated with cancer, hormone disruption, allergies/sensitization,
toxic to the environment, and toxic to the human body. 7 Credo
continues by alleging that it requires its brands to satisfy criteria that is "not required by the U.S. government."71 Similarly,

°

62

ld.

•• Madison Park, Asbestos Found in Claire's Cosmetics, FDA Says, CNN
(Mar. 11, 2019), https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/05/healtb/claires·asbestos·fda
-cosmetics/index.html [https://perma.cc/4Y8H -NQWJ].

64Jd.
66 The Dirty List, CREDO BEAUTY, https://credobeauty.com/pages/the·dirty
·list-1%20 [https://perma.cc/U8TA-Q5A9]; Banned Ingredients, THE DETOX MAR·

KET, https://www.thedetoxmarket.com/pages/banned·ingredients [https://perma
.cc/2TN5-QWNC].
66 'The Dirty Dozen" Cosmetics Chemicals to Avoid, DAVID SUZUKI FoUNDA·
TION, https://davidsuzuki.org/queen-of-green/dirty-dozen-cosmetic·chemicals
·avoid/ [https://perma.cc/VRB3-XFW3].
67 CREDO BEAUTY, supra note 45.
68 The Dirty List, supra note 55.
69

ld.

70Jd.

n The Credo Clean Standord, CREDO BEAUTY, https://credobeauty.com/pages
/the-credo-clean -standard·1 [https://perma.cc/J2M9·NDME].
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the Detox Market markets its "Banned Ingredients List" as ''the
strictest" in the industry. 72 Like Credo, it focuses on the underregulated beauty industry, and it sells itself as the expert in "green"
beauty. 73 The prevalence of these "dirty lists" have even influenced
state governments to create their own by banning a list of ingre·
dients in cosmetic products. 74 Taken to the extreme, although quite
literally, it appears that a ''non-toxic'' claim on product packaging
has become a selling point for consumers in this sea of panic·
inducing information. 75
Ultimately, this surge in self-regulation has created a divide in the cosmetic industry where if a product is not "clean," it,
therefore, must be "dirty" and potentially harmful for consumers. 76
The rest of this Note will explore the validity of this claim and
how other regulatory bodies have attempted to bridge this divide
and educate consumers in the marketplace. 77
Ill. THE INS AND OUTS OF FDA REGULATION OF
COSMETIC PRODUCTS
The abundance of buzzwords like "green," "detox," "clean,"
and "natural" has sparked legislative interest in reforming the
FDA's regulations on cosmetic products.7B These regulations have
gone unchanged in the past eight decades.79
Currently, in the United States, cosmetics are regulated under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) with oversight by
72 Banned Ingredients, THE DETOX MARKET, https://www.thedetoxmarket
.com/pages/banned-ingredients [https://perma.cc/ZF33-V776].
78 About the Detox Market-Beauty You Can Trust, supra note 45.
74 Monica Amarelo, California First State to Ban 24 Toxic Chemicals in
Personal Care Products and Cosmetics, ENV'T WORKING GRP. (Sept. 30, 2020),
https://www.ewg.org/release/california-first-state-ban-24-toxic-chemicals·per
sonal-care-products-and-cosmetics [https://perma.cc/8B69·97T4].
75 Decoding Cosmetics Claims: Non-toxic, TRUTH IN ADVERT. (Sept. 29, 2020),
https://www.truthinadvertising.org/decoding-cosmetics·claims·non·toxic/ [https:/1
perma.cc/6GLS-NVUC].

76Id.
77 Infra Parts V-VII.
7B A New York Congressman Wants to Change an 81-Year-Old Law to Define "Natural" Cosmetics, THE FASHION LAW (Nov. 20, 2019), https://www.the

fashionlaw.com/a-new-york-congressman·wants·to·change·an·Bl·year·old·law
·to-define·natural-cosmetics/ [https://perma.cc/JEKB·MYZH].
79Id.
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the FDA.BO The FDCA gives the FDA the authority to inspect products on the market, regulate manufacturing practices, evaluate
new prescription drugs, medical devices and food additives to ensure safety and efficacy, recall and seize products found to be in
violation of the FDCA, and issue product labeling standards and
marketing communications. 81 Congress' purpose in creating the
FDCA was "to protect consumers from unsafe or deceptively labeled or packaged products by prohibiting the movement in interstate commerce of adulterated or misbranded food, drug devices,
and cosmetics."B2
Specifically, a definition is provided of what one could argue
as the opposite of "clean" cosmetic products in Section 361 of the
FDCA.B3 This section addresses "adulterated cosmetics."84 Adulterated cosmetics are defined as products that contain ''poisonous,"
''putrid" ingredients, or products that have been contaminated in
such a way as to pose a danger to health. 85 Furthermore, Section 362
also defines "misbranded cosmetics."86 According to the Act, misbranded cosmetics refer to items that have been labeled improperly.B7 As such, the FDCA "prohibits the marketing of cosmetics
Compare the definition for "cosmetics" under the FDCA which refers to
an article that is intended "[to be] rubbed, poured, sprinkled, or sprayed on,
introduced into, or otherwise applied to the human body or any part thereof
for cleansing, beautifying, promoting attractiveness, or altering the appearance,
and ... for use as a component of any such articles; except that such term
shall not include soap," 21 U.S.C. § 321(1) (examples of cosmetic products include skin moisturizers, perfumes, lipsticks, nail polishes, eye and facial makeup
products, cleansing shampoos, hair colors, hair waves, and deodorants). Is It
a Cosmetic, a Drug, or Both?, FDA [hereinafter Cosmetic, Drug, or Both], https:/1
www.fda.gov/cosmetics/cosmetics-laws-regulations/it-cosmetic-drug-or-both-or
-it-soap#Both) [https:l/perma.cc/T9SW-QSA3], with the definition for "drugs"
which refers to "articles intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treat·
ment, or prevention of disease" and "articles (other than food) intended to affect
the structure or any function of the body of man or other animals," 21 U.S.C.
§ 201(g)(1).
8t 21 U.S.C. §§ 341-50f, 351-60ccc-2, 371·79dd-2.
82 Cosmetic Labeling Guide, FDA, https:l/www.fda.gov/cosmetics/cosmetics
-labeling-regulations/cosmetics-labeling-guide [https:l/perma.cc/Q7AU-T29C].
83 Id.
84 21 U.S.C.A. § 361.
86 Id.
ss Id. § 362.
80

87

Id.
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that are adulterated or misbranded as well as their adulteration
or misbranding while in interstate commerce."BB
Generally, products can be classified as either being a cosmetic product or a drug.B9 Some products can meet the definition
of both a cosmetic and a drug depending on their intended purpose, and thus, these products are subject to both cosmetic regulation and drug regulation.9o The FDCA provides that drugs and
cosmetic categorizations are not mutually exclusive.91 The FDCA
requires drugs containing any active drug ingredients to clearly
label each of these ingredients as an "Active Ingredient."92 However, the remaining non-active ingredients must be labeled in
accordance with cosmetic labeling guidelines. 93 For example, an
anti-dandruff shampoo is intended both for cleansing the hair, a
cosmetic use, and as a treatment of dandruff, a drug use, and
thus, it would be subject to both sets of regulations. 94 A product's
intended use can be established through its advertisement claims,
promotional materials, consumer perception, reputation, and the
use of certain ingredients that are used for therapeutic value. 95
Significantly, the FDCA does not require cosmetic products
to obtain FDA approval before they enter the market.96 Contrastingly, the FDCA does require drugs to obtain FDA premarket
approval through a New Drug Application or conform to a "monograph."97 A New Drug Application is a formal application process
through which drugs are approved. 98 Monographs are a set of rules
for over-the-counter, non-prescription drugs as established by the
Over-the-Counter Drug Review.99 OTC monographs pertain to
ingredients that have come to be recognized as safe and effective,
Id. § 301.
Cosmetic, Drug, or Both, supra note 80.
90Jd.
9t 21 U.S.C.A. § 509.
92 Id. § 502(e).
93 Id. § 701.3(d).
94 Cosmetic, Drug, or Both, supra note 80.
95 ld.
98Jd.
97 Id.
98 ld.
99 ld.

88
89
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on the whole_IDO The monograph is the regulation for such drugs,
which then determines the requirements.1D 1 Examples of this kind
of regulation are sunscreens_ID2 The very nature of this bifurcated
system creates an environment where those cosmetic products that
happen to also be considered a drug are rigorously tested, whereas
purely cosmetic products are not.1D3
Moreover, to ensure that products are not adulterated and
correctly branded, the FDA has implemented the Good Manufacturing Practice Guideline and Inspection Checklist for Cosmetics.104
This guiding document primarily focuses on providing recommendations for clean production facilities and equipment, adequate
storage of ingredients, laboratory control implementation, and
proper display of records and labels.1D5 The law requires "strict
adherence" to these requirements for drugs, not cosmeticsJDG It
solely refers to manufacturing practices and not advertisement
claims practicesJD7
Additionally, cosmetics must also adhere to the Cosmetic
Labeling Manual.1°8 Products that are both over-the-counter
drugs and cosmetics must adhere to a combination of OTC drug
and cosmetic labeling.1°9 The Cosmetic Labeling Requirements
set forth by the FDA apply to all cosmetics marketed in the U.S. 110
Labeling practices "must comply with the labeling requirements
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic (FD&C) Act, the Fair
Packaging and Labeling (FP&L) Act, and the regulations published by the Food and Drug Administration under the Authority
of these two laws."lll
Id.
Id.
102 Id.
1oa Id.
104 Cosmetic Labeling Guide, FDA [hereinafter Cosmetic Labeling Guide],
100
101

https://www.fda.gov/cosmetics/cosmetics-labeling-regulations/cosmetics-label
ing-guide [https://perma.cc/XU2P -4QCX].
1o5 Id.

Id.
See id.
1os Id.
109 Id.
uo Id.
111 Id.
106

101
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The FDCA further defines a misbranded cosmetic product
as a product whose label is false or misleading, fails to meet labeling criteria, or one whose container and fill is misleading.1 12
Labeling of a food, drug, device, oosmetic, or tobacoo product shall
be deemed to be misleading if it fails to reveal facts that are:
(1) Material in light of other representations made or suggested by statement, word, design, device or any combination
thereof; or
(2) Material with respect to oonsequences which may result from
use of the article under:
(i) The conditions prescribed in such labeling or
(ii) such conditions of use as are customary or usual.n•

Thus, labeling may be considered misleading because a
material fact is not revealed on a label or because of a misrepresented fact on a label.1 14 The FDA considers that a "fact may be
material in light of a statement made on a label or because certain consequences may result from the recommended use of a
product."115
The Cosmetic Labeling Manual does not provide any guidance as to what kinds of claims can be made on the packaging
regarding the substantial ingredients used.116 It solely addresses
the functional aspects of the label, such as the size, language,
placement of information on label, and the kind of required information such as consistency, quantity of contents, and more
similar information_117
Moreover, the FDA provides some guidance on the use, or
rather, the prohibition, of certain ingredients.1 1B These include:
bithionol, chlorofluorocarbon propellants, chloroform, halogenated
salicylanilides (di-, tri-, metabromsalan and tetrachlorosalicylanilide), hexachlorophene, mercury compounds, methylene chloride,
vinyl chloride, and zirconium-containing complexes_119
21 u.s.c. § 502.
21 C.F.R. § 1.21.
114 Cosmetic Labeling Guide, supra note 104.
115 Id.
116 Id.
117 Id.
118 21 u.s.c. § 700.11-35.
119 Id.
112
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The complex regulatory system created by the Cosmetic Labeling Manuel and the Good Manufacturing Practice Guideline
and Inspection Checklist for Cosmetics does not give any guidance as to the recommended marketing and advertising practices
of cosmetics in either document_120 Notably, the FDA does not
defme the use of the term "organic," "clean," or ''naturaf' in any of
these documents in the context of cosmetic or personal care products.121 Only cosmetic products derived of agricultural ingredients that meet the National Organic Program (NOP) regulation
may subject a cosmetic product advertising itself as organic to
further regulations under NOP,122
The lack of definitions within the clean beauty industry
has inspired a congressional movement to close this gap.l 23 There
have been some attempts to regulate the "clean" beauty space
through legislation, starting with the 2019 Natural Cosmetics
Act,124 The bill sought to amend the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act ''to treat cosmetics with packaging or labeling using
the term 'natural' as misbranded unless the product meets certain
standards."125 Additionally, the bill aimed to increase company
accountability and protect consumers by requiring the setting of
standards for ''naturaf' and ''naturally-derived ingredients'' cosmetics clainls,126 While the bill did not pass, as previously mentioned,
some states have created their own ''Dirty List[s]" to address this
issue,l27 On September 30, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom of
California signed into law Assembly Bill 2762, the Toxic-Free
Cosmetics Act,12B This Act is the first ban of twenty-four toxic
12o See Cosmetic, Drug, or Both, supra note 80; Cosmetic Labeling Guide,
supra note 104.
121 See National Organic Program: Cosmetics, Body Care Products, and Personal Care Products, U.S. Depart. of Agric. 1 (April2008).
122 Id. at 1-2.
123 A New York Congressman Wants to Change an 81-Year-Old Law to Define "Natural" Cosmetics, supra note 78.
12• Id.
12• H.R. 5017, 116th Cong. (2019).
12s Id.
127 CREDO BEAUTY, supra note 45.
12a Monica Amarelo, California First State to Ban 24 Toxic Chemicals in
Personal Care Products and Cosmetics, ENV'T WoRKING GRP. (Sept. 30, 2020),
https://www.ewg.org/release/california-first-state-ban-24-toxic-chemicals-per
sonal-care-products-and-cosmetics [https://perma.cc/3C34-Q3RY].
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ingredients on a statewide basis.l29 It bans ingredients such as
mercury and formaldehyde. lao
This is a move in the correct direction. Creating more "dirty
lists" without proper definitions in this space is likely not going
to lead to the most efficient regulatory regime, instead it will only
add to the overwhelming amount of misinformation enveloping
consumers. However, while a well-intentioned attempt, the impact of this bill is minimal because it either the FDA or the industry has already taken steps to ban certain ingredients.1a1 For
example, the FDA already bans mercury_132 In addition, brands
already self-regulate to ensure product safety.1 33 And, many of the
ingredients banned are not used in the first place.l34 The onus
should be placed on setting definitions and standards for the industry, not banning ingredients that are either not used due to
industry norm or that have already been banned by the FDA.

N. REGULATING COSMETICS THROUGH U.S. ADVERTISING LAW
The FDCA and U.S. Advertising Law under Section 43(a)
of the Lanham Act collide regarding the advertising claims of
cosmetics.1 35 Here, the FDCA makes two requirements: (1) that
product labeling be consistent with labeling requirements, and
(2) that claims must not mislead consumers.136
Id.
Id.
181 Compare H.R. 5017, 116th Cong. (2019), with Prohibited & Restricted
Ingredients in Cosmetics, FDA (Aug. 24, 2020) [herejnafter Prohibited & Restricted
Ingredients], https:/lwwwlda.gov/cosmetics/cosmetics-laws-regulationslprohibited
-restricted-ingredients-cosmetics [https://perma.cc/F5BF-WR7N].
13.2 Prohibited & Restricted Ingredients, supra note 131.
188 Marci Robin, What California's New Toxic-Free Cosmetics Act Means for
Your Beauty Products, ALLURE (Oct. 1, 2020), https://www.allure.com/story/cali
fornia-toxic-free-cosmetics-act-ban-chemicals-beauty-products [https://perma
.cc/64QG-6878].
134 Id. Companies are taking advantage of the lack of regulatory awareness on the part of consumers and are placing ingredients that are already
banned on "dirty lists." Prohibited & Restricted Ingredients, supra note 131.
For example, FDA bans chloroform, yet companies like Credo are using the
lack of chloroform as a purported benefit to their products. See id.; CREDO
BEAUTY, supra note 45.
185 Peter S. Sloane & Lori L . Cooper, Advertising: Overview, Practical Law
Practice Note Overview 2-501-2799.
186 Id.
12•
130
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Alternatively, Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act creates a
private right of action for a person who believes they have been
damaged in some way ''by the use of any false description or representation in connection with any goods or services in commerce."137 In 2014, the U.S. Supreme Court held that a private
party may bring a claim under the Lanham Act challenging food
labels regulated under the FDCA.1 38 Moreover, in the same year,
the Supreme Court also held that to have standing for a false
advertising claim under Section 43(a) of the Act, a plaintiff must
allege an injury to a commercial interest in reputation or sales
and show economic or reputational injury flowing directly from
the defendant's deceptive advertising (proximate cause)_139
Further, 15 U.S.C.A. § 1125(a) provides that
to state a cause of action for false or misleading advertising under
the Lanham Act, a plaintiff must establish the following:
1) the defendant has made false or misleading statements of
fact concerning his own product or another's,
2) the statement actually or tends to deceive a substantial portion
of the intended audience,
3) the statement is material in that it will likely influence the
deceived consumer's purchasing decisions,
4) the advertisements were introduced into interstate commerce,
and
5) there is some causal link between the challenged statements
and harm to the plainti££.140

The issue for cosmetics is more complicated. The lack of
definitions in "clean'' beauty makes it hard to distinguish between
what is a false statement and what is a misleading statement_141
Courts have held that claims are "literally false" if the message
is unambiguous_142 If the statement can be reasonably interpreted
in multiple ways, the advertisement will not be considered literally false and, as such, is "actionable under the Lanham Act only
187 Id.
1aa POM Wonderful LLC v. Coca-Cola Co., 573 U.S. 102, 111 (2014).
189 Lexmark Int'l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 572 U.S. 118,
133 (2014).
140 15 U.S.C.A. § 1125(a).
141 Id.
142 Danone, US, LLC v. Chobani, LLC, 362 F. Supp. 3d 109, 119 (S.D.N.Y.
2019).
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upon a showing of actual consumer confusion."143 If an advertisement's message relies to a great degree on an consumer's ability
to draw a conclusion about the product, it is less likely a court will
find literal falsity.1 44 The analysis is performed under a ''reasonable consumer" standard_145
In Kari Miller, et al., v. Peter Thomas Roth, LLC, et al.,
the court defines a reasonable consumer as anyone who sees an
ad for a product, reads the claims, subsequently believes the claims,
and purchases the product as a result of this belief.1 46 In this
case, the court looked at products in Peter Thomas Roth Lab's Rose
Stem Cell and Water Drench lines.1 47 In its advertisements, the
Rose Stem Cell line was marketed with ''buzzwords" such as ''bio
repair," ''reparative," ''rejuvenates," and ''regenerates."148 The Water
Drench line was marketed as "containing hyaluronic acid which
attracts and retains one thousand times its weight in water from
moisture in the atmosphere." 149 Based on these claims, two consumers, the plaintiffs in this case, purchased products from the
line. 150 One plaintiff purchased the Rose Stem Cell cream to help
reduce visible signs of a scar, and another plaintiff purchased the
Water Drench line because she believed it offered "superior'' skin
hydration properties.15 1 The court considered that California unfair
competition law prohibits "not only advertising which is false,
but also advertising which, although true, is either misleading or
which has the capacity, likelihood or tendency to deceive or confuse the public."152 Based on these ads and the claims made on
the products, the court found that a reasonable consumer would
143 Id. (quoting Time Warner Cable, Inc., v. DIRECTV, Inc., 497 F.3d 144,158
(2d Cir. 2007)).
1« Wysong Corp. v. APN, Inc., 266 F. Supp. 3d 1058, 1067 (E.D. Mich. 2017),
aff'd 889 F.3d 267 (6th Cir. 2018).
145

Id.

Miller v. Peter Thomas Roth, LLC, No. C 19-00698 WHA, 2020 WL
363045, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 22, 2020), on reconsideration, No. C 19-00698
WHA, 2020 WL 1433184 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 24, 2020).
146

Id.
Id.
149 Id.
150 Id.
151 Id.
152 Id. (quoting Williams v. Gerber Prods., 552 F.3d 934, 938 (9th Cir. 2008)).
147
14B
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believe the claims made by the company_153 Interestingly, the court
explained that reasonable consumers are not expected to look beyond the misleading representations to uncover "the truth from
the ingredient list in the small print on the side of the box."154
Next, the court inquired into whether the product performed as
it said it would_l55 To this end, the court accepted expert testimony as to the accuracy of the claims. 156 Since the claims on the
product could not be substantiated, based on this, the court deemed
the creams to have no effect on the skin.1 57
Extrapolating the reasoning of this case, one can see why
"clean" beauty consumers cannot rely on courts to redress the
confusion in the market created by companies.15B This is simply
because while a consumer may be able to show an unfounded belief
has occurred in the interpretation of the label on the product (that
is, a belief that clean products are generally better than other
products), when compared to other products lacking certain labels,
the label is technically correctJ59 More specifically, if a product
says it is "free from parabens," and it turns out it contains parahens, consumers will have a claim, if they can prove the statement was false_160 If a product is "free from parabens," and the
product is indeed free from such chemicals, consumers do not
have a claim.161 This illustrates exactly why the judicial system
is not the proper means of regulating the clean beauty industry.
By creating a division between products that have and do
not have certain ingredients, the clean beauty industry is not
engaging in false advertising; however, the distinction between
these products might give rise to implicitly false assumptions for
consumers_162 Claims premised upon an implicitly false advertisement must be supported either through offering extrinsic evidence
Id. at *2.
Id.
155 Id.
156 Id.
157 Id.
15B See id.
159 I d. at *4.
1so See id.
1s1 See id.
162 See infra Part VII.
153
154
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of consumer confusion or, alternatively, through evidence that
the defendant intended to deceive the public through "deliberate
conduct" of an "egregious nature."163 The message left with con·
sumers must conflict with reality.164 In Church & Dwight Co. v.
SPD Swiss Precision Diagnostics, GmBH, the court considered
the issues of false advertising and who qualifies as a reasonable
consumer_165 While unrelated to "natural" claims, it is telling of
the reasonable consumer standard in these kinds of claims. In
this case, the court considered whether the
implied falsity oflaunch packaging, TV commercial, and other
advertising for home pregnancy tests with weeks-pregnant
indicator was supported by evidence of marketer of pregnancy
test's intent to deceive the public into believing that the product
provided a measurement of weeks-pregnant consistent with the
metric used by doctors, sufficient to give rise to presumption
of consumer confusion, as one method of demonstrating falsity
element of Lanham Act false advertising claim. 166

The court was compelled by the fact that the marketer was
aware the metric used by doctors to measure the number of weeks
pregnant started at a different time than the device.1 67 It was sufficient for the court to indicate "that marketer was aware that
consumers would likely become confused if distinction between
test's metric and doctors' metric was not made explicit, and statement by marketer's brand manager suggested a deliberate attempt to convey a false message about product."16B
Considering the holding of this case, relying on awareness of
the potential for consumer confusion on an advertisers' part to determine whether an advertisement is implicitly false, is very problematic.169 Consider the following scenario. Company X is a clean
beauty skincare company, marketing a product as fragrance-free.
163 Danone, US, LLC v. Chobani, LLC, 362 F. Supp. 3d 109, 119 (S.D.N.Y.
2019) (quoting Church & Dwight Co. v. SPD Swiss Precision Diagnostics, GmBH,
843 F.3d 48, 65 (2d Cir. 2016)).
164 Danone, 362 F. Supp. 3d at 119.
165 Church & Dwight Co., 843 F.3d at 65--66.
166 Id.
167 Id.
16B Id.
169 See id.
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Assume that the product is free of any synthetic fragrances.l70 A
product that is free from any synthetic fragrances does not mean
that the product has no fragrance at all.l71 It may contain natural fragrances from other ingredients_172 Putting the emphasis
on what facts regarding consumer awareness a marketing department is privy to, gives companies a green light to continue
relying on true statements that may leads to false assumptions
in the minds of some consumers.173 This Note argues that this
ambiguity should be simplified with more direct statements.
Further, the FTC deems advertisements deceptive if it misrepresents information to the point that it misleads a reasonably
acting consumer, and the representation or omission is likely to
affect the consumer's conduct or decision regarding a product.l 74
However, so long as the advertisement is truthful and nondeceptive, this is a viable and acceptable form of advertising. 175 This
includes disparaging advertisements.176
Moreover, the FDCA prohibits mislabeling and misbranding on claims related to false advertising_177 The challenge for
the FTC stems from the lack of definitions available for claims
concerning "clean'' personal care products, since neither the FDCA
nor the FDA have set a standard or definition for the use of the
term "natural'' in cosmetic labeling and advertising_178 The FTC
tried reviewing and enforcing these kinds of advertising claims.179
However, without a clear indication from the FDA as to what the
definition of "natural" in cosmetics is, the FTC has had trouble
170

See Joe Schwarcz, What is the Difference Between "Unscented" and

"Fragrance-free" Products?, MCGilL U. OFF. SCI. AND Soc'¥ (Mar. 20, 2017), https://

www.mcgill.ca/oss/article/quirky·science·you·asked/what-difference-between-un
scented·and·fragrance·free-products [https://perma.cc/7K49·STZ8].
171 Id.
112 Id.
173 Id.
174 John E. Villafranca, Comparative Advertising Law in the US, Practical
Law Practice Note 3·503-3503.
175 Id.
11s Id.
177 See Labeling Requirements-Misbranding, FDA (Oct. 27, 2017), https:/1
www.fda.gov/medical·devices/general·device·labeling-requirements/labeling·re
quirements·misbranding [https://perma.cc/B3GP-WXEW].
17B Aiken et al., supra note 25.
179 Id.
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enforcing whether an "advertising claim is false, misleading or
unsubstantiated."18D
The lack of standard as to what "clean" beauty is, combined
with ongoing consumer perception that clean beauty is actually
better than traditional products when in fact this is not true, 181
cannot be said to directly constitute misleading claims under the
FTC because these conclusions are based on a general misun·
derstanding of science and ambiguity in the marketplace that is
caused by truthful information.1 82 Some cosmetic formulators have
argued that the abundancy of information in the marketplace
surrounding particular ingredients has created an atmosphere
of information overload_183 Coupled with unqualified statistics
and half-truths in the marketplace, this phenomena has resulted
in a scenario where companies are truthful, but consumers are
still misled_l84 An example of such half-truths would be a haircare brand making a claim that their product "make[s] hair 10
times stronger;" what consumers do not know is that the same is
true about other products if they followed a certain testing protocol.185 Moreover, regarding claims about product safety concerns
in this environment, ingredients have been singled out based on
Id.
Why Natural Cosmetics Aren't Better, CHEMISTS CORNER (Jan. 19, 2021),
https://chenristscorner.com/why-natural·cosmetics·arent-better/ [https://perma.cc
/MC5M-UYU6]. Cosmetic chemists and formulators argue that the belief that
natural ingredients are better than synthetic is nothing more than a "rhetorical trick." Id. This is based on a notion that "something is good because it's
from nature while something not from nature ([hu]man made) is bad." Id. Using
modern science, chemists have been able to "create synthetic chemicals that
could perform even better than any natural ingredients" to the point where
synthetic·based ingredients are "superior to natural based" ingredients. Id.
Natural ingredients provide chemists fewer choices and have less stability in
formulations, as they are more "prone to oxidation, UV degradation and other
biodegradable processes" than their synthetic counterparts. Id.
182 Goorge Declmer, Clean Beauty: A Significant Trend, PROSPECTOR (July 3,
2020), https:/llmowledge.ulprospector.com/10720/pcc-clean·beauty·a-sigoificant
-trend/ [https://perma.cc/5S4S·9HE8].
183 Cosmetic Brand Transparency-More Marketing Fluff?, CHEMISTS CORNER
(Feb. 15, 2021), https://chemistscorner.com/cosmetic·brand-transparency-more
-marketing.fluff/ [https://perma.cc/AFM5-SBF4].
184 Id.
185 Id.
1ao
181
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"potential dangers," regardless of degree of exposure.186 By this
reasoning, any product is potentially hazardous_187 Obviously, this
information is not useful to consumers without additional infor·
mation regarding exposure and, even more importantly, use in
combination with other ingredients.lBB This qualified approach is
more akin to the approach taken by the European Union in its
regulation of the cosmetic industry.l 89
V. OVERVIEW OF EU REGULATION ON COSMETICS

Cosmetics in the European Union are regulated by the 2009
European Union Regulation on Cosmetic Products (the ''Regulation").190 All EU member states must follow the Regulation.1 91
Annex II of the Regulation enumerates 1,328 prohibited substances which are not to be allowed to be used in cosmetics.1 92
Like the United States, the European Union does not have
a definition of "natural" cosmetics.193 The EU Cosmetic Products
Regulation 2009 and Regulation 655/2013 were created to protect
consumers that are "fac[ing] ... a wide diversity of claims relating to the function, content and effects of a cosmetic product."194
The EU regulation clearly states its purpose as being twofold_195
It seeks to ensure product claims convey to consumers information that is "useful, understandable and reliable."196 Thus, in
so doing, the Regulation is enabling consumers to make ''informed
186 Michelle Wong, Clean Beauty is Wrong and Won't Give Us Safer Products,
LAB MUFFIN BEAUTY SCIENCE (Nov. 14, 2020), https:/ll.abmuffin.com/cl.ean-beauty

-is-wrong·and-wont-give-us-safer-products/ [https:l/perma.cc/5D5U-EJWV]. In
toxicology, the potentisls for risk and hazards, drive the probability of whether
harm will occur or not. ld.
187 ld.
188 ld.
189 Infra Part V.
1oo Regulation (EC) 1223/2009 of The European Parliament and of the
Council of Nov. 30, 2009, On Cosmetic Products, 2009 O.J. (L 342), 59.
191 ld.
192 Id. at 83--127.
193 Aiken et al., supra note 25.
194 Commission Regulation 65512013 of July 10, 2013, Laying Down Common
Criteria for the Justification of Claims Used in Relation to Cosmetic Products,
2013 O.J. (L 190), 31.
195 See id.
198 Id.
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decision[s] and to choose the products that best suit their needs
and expectations."197 The regulation explicitly requires cosmetic
marketing claims to be truthful, honest, fair, substantiated with
evidence and to allow the end user to make an informed choice
about the product. 198 The Technical Document on Cosmetic Claims,
subsequently published in 2017, provides guidance on the type
of claims companies may make in advertising their products. 199
The European Union defines six common criteria regarding claims made on cosmetics. 200 The first set of criteria concerns
legal compliance. 201 All claims on a product must be authorized
by a competent authority within the Union. 202 It specifies that
"acceptability of a claim should be based on the perception of the
average end user of a cosmetic product, who is reasonably wellinformed and reasonably observant and circumspect, taking into
account social, cultural, and linguistic factors in the market in
question."20a The second criteria is truthfulness.2D4 It provides
that claims cannot be based on false or irrelevant information
and that all claims stated must be supported by "verifiable evidence."2D5 The third criteria is evidential support.206 Explicit or
implicit claims must be "supported by adequate and verifiable
evidence." 207 Particularly of interest in the clean beauty space is
the statement that "a claim extrapolating (explicitly or implicitly)
ingredient properties to the finished product should be supported
by adequate and verifiable evidence, such as by demonstrating
the presence of the ingredient at an effective concentration."2DB
The fourth criteria is honesty.2D9 Here, all claims are limited by
Id.
See id.
199 See Teclurical Document on Cosmetic Claims Agreed by the Sub-Worlring
Group on Claims (July 3, 2017) [hereinafter Technical Document].
200 Id. at 4.
201 Id.
202 See id.
2oa Id.
204 See id.
2o5 Id. at 5.
208 See id.
201 Id. at 6.
2o8 Id.
200 See id. at 6-7.
197
198
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the available supporting evidence.21o Claims cannot "go beyond" the
supporting evidence for the claims.2 11 In addition, "claims should
not attribute to the product concerned specific (i.e., unique) charac·
teristics if similar products possess the same characteristics."212
The following two criteria are the most important to this
Note and the most relevant to the clean beauty industry. The
fifth criteria is fairness. 213 This criteria states that "[c]laims for
cosmetic products should be objective and should not denigrate the
competitors, nor should they denigrate ingredients legally used."214
Finally, the sixth criteria refers to informed decision-making. 215
This specifies that claims should be "clear and understandable
to the average end user'' or the target audience.216
While the European Union does not give guidance on clean
beauty, it does give substantial guidance on "free from claims"
which are prominently used in clean beauty marketing in the
United States.217 In Annex III of the Technical Document, guid·
ance is given on "free from claims."218 The European Union does
not allow statements like "free from" which are very popular
amongst products in the United States. 219 In the European Union, "free from" claims fail on the abovementioned six criteria,
making such statements misleading claims under EU law. 220
Under the first criteria, legal compliance, "free from" claims
or claims that have the same implication, are not permissible "concerning (an) ingredient(s) which is prohibited for use in cosmetics
by Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009."221 Thus, unlike in the United
States, claims regarding the lack of ingredients already banned
Id. at 6.
Id.
212 Id. at 7.
213 Id. at 7-8.
214 Id. The Technical Document offers the followillg example of an imper·
missible claim: ~contrary to product X, this product does not contain ingredient
Y which is known to be irritating."' Id.
215 See Technical Document, supra note 199, at 8.
21s Id. at 8.
211 Id. at 12.
21s Id.
21• Id. at 12-14.
220 Id.
221 Id. at 12.
21o

2n
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by the EU cosmetic legislation are not permissible in the marketing of cosmetics.222
Under the second criteria, truthfulness, the European Union finds "claims in relation to the absence of ingredients are made
in relation to functional groups of ingredients that are defmed in
Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009, such as preservatives and colorants,
the product should not contain any ingredient that belongs to the
group as defined in this Regulation."223 For example, "the claim
'free from Formaldehyde' is not allowed, if the product contains
a formaldehyde releasing ingredient (e.g. Diazolidinyl Urea)."224
Under the third criteria, free from claims must be accompanied by evidential support, and the absence of an ingredient
must be supported by verifiable evidence.225
Under the fourth criteria, honesty, "free from" claims may
not be used in reference to an ingredient, ''which is typically not
used in the particular kind of cosmetic."226 ''Free from" claims
may not be used "when they imply guaranteed properties of the
product, based on the absence of [certain] ingredient(s)." 227 For
example, "[t]he claim 'free from allergenic/sensitizing substances'
is not allowed" because such a statement cannot be guaranteed. 228
Additionally, "the claim 'free from perfume' should not be used
when a product contains an ingredient which exerts a perfuming
function in the product, regardless of its other possible functions
in the product."229 The latter would solve the issue in the illustrative example in Part III of this Note.230
Under the fifth criteria, fairness, ''free from" claims are not
allowed "when they imply a denigrating message, notably when
they are mainly based on a presumed negative perception on the
safety of the ingredient."231 The Annex specified that, since the
EC finds certain parabens safe, allowing statements that imply
Id.
Id.
22• Id.
225 Id. at 12.
226 Id. at 12-13.
221 Id. at 13.
22s Id.
22• Id.
2ao See supra Part III.
2s1 Technical Document, supra note 199, at 13-14.
222

22a
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others are not would be "denigrating the entire group of parabens,"
which is not allowed.232
Under the sixth criteria, informed decision-making, "free
from'' claims may be allowed when they allow an informed choice to
a specific target group or groups of end users.233 For example, a
"free from alcohol" claim on a "mouthwash [product] intended as
a family product'' is allowed. 234 Additionally, a "free from animalderived ingredients" claim on a product intended for vegans is
also allowed. 235

VI. OVERVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS OF COSMETICS
The International Organization for Standardization (the
"ISO") defmes "natural" and "organic" cosmetic ingredients, specifically clarifying the definitions of natural ingredients, derived
natural ingredients, organic ingredients, and derived organic ingredients.236 The guidelines "are specific to the cosmetics sector,"
noting there are differences in the agricultural sector.237 Most
importantly, the guidelines look to "apply scientific judgment
and offer principles towards a consistent logical framework for
natural and organic cosmetic ingredients and products incorporating common approaches employed in existing references." 238
The purpose of these guidelines is to encourage a wider choice of
natural and organic ingredients in the formulation of a diverse
variety of cosmetic products to encourage innovation.239
The WTO requires governments to modify national regulations based on standards such as this one. 240 In the United States,
compliance with these standards is not mandatory, whereas in
Id.
Id. at 14.
234 Id.
285 Id.
236 What is ISO 16128?, COSMEBIO [hereinafter COSMEBIO], https://www
.cosmebio.org/en/reports/iso-16128-natural-organic-cosmetics/ [https://perma.cc
/65C3- VGMP].
237 Cosmetics--Guidelines on Technical Definitions and Criteria for Natural
and Organic Cosmetic Ingredients-Part 2: Criteria for Ingredients and Products,
ISO 16128-2:2017 (Sept. 2017), https://www.sis.se/api/document/preview/922
425/ [https://perma.cc/R2S5-44FK].
2ss Id.
239 Id.
240 Aiken et al., supra note 25.
232
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the European Union, they are.241 Instead, the United States has
taken guidance from the ISO standards in creating the Good
Manufacturing Practices Guide for cosmetics.242
Additionally, Bioagricert, an independent certification company focusing on certification of organic food products, allows
companies that that use on the labels claims that refer to "natural" or "organic" ingredients to certify these statements are true
and to submit their products for independent review.243
It appears from these efforts that setting definitions at the
regulatory level is important in the international arena to inform
consumers in the marketplace.244
VII. CALL FOR ADVERTISING GUIDELINES ON CLEAN BEAUTY
FROM THE FDA AND THE FTC
On account of the lack of guidance from the FDA and the
FTC, companies have taken it upon themselves to create their
own standards of what is "clean."245 The effects of this can be felt
on consumers, companies, regulatory agencies, and even courts.246
First, the FTC polices "unfair, deceptive and fraudulent
business practices."247 Thus, for the FTC to be able to fulfill its
function effectively, it must have information that is complete and
objectionable to evaluate truth of advertising and marketing claims,
using defmitions and criteria. 248 In fact, the FTC can draw inspiration from the EU Cosmetic Products Regulation 2009 and
regulation 655/2013. 249 This Note recommends the FTC adopt a
similar standard to that of the European Union's criteria of
Id.
Id.
243 Cosmetic-Certification, BIOAGRICERT (Jan. 1, 2021), https://www.bio
agricert.org/en/certification/other-certification-services/cosmetic.html [https:/1
perma.cc/F74S-86HY]. For examples of labeling requirements for certifications,
see NATRUE Label: requirements to be met by natural and organic cosmetics, True Friends of Natural and Organic Cosmetics 1-8 (June 1, 2019).
244 Aiken et a!., supra note 25.
245 Supra Part II.
246 Aiken et a!., supra note 25.
247 About the FTC, FI'C (Dec. 2, 2021), https://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc [https:/1
perma.cc/PE7Y-VSXL].
24B See supra Part IV.
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truthfulness, evidential support, fairness, and informed decisionmaking.250 The guiding force behind the regulation is to ensure
product claims convey to consumers information that is "useful,
understandable and reliable." 251 Additionally, the regulation is
enabling consumers to make ''informed decision and to choose the
products that best suit their needs and expectations."252 If the FTC
should embrace the same principles or a version of the principles,
this would shift the current responsibility on consumers to become
experts in chemistry and biology to determine whether their products are "clean" or not, to the regulatory authorities.253 The latter are in a better position to perform this task because they can
engage experts to verify the claims made by companies.254
Second, because there is no set standard, these standards
may be subject to change based on arbitrary information, which
can have a great impact on companies and their survival in the
marketplace.255 For example, Sephora's "Clean" standard is considered by various brands as the standard in the industry.256 However, Sephora bases this standard on customer preference. 257 In
2019, Sephora narrowed their criteria for deeming a product
"clean," causing many brands to reformulate to maintain their
position in the store as a "Clean" brand.258 Despite being on notice of these changes, for brands, this process can be expensive and
take anywhere from a couple of weeks to a year.259 Hypothetically,
if more retailers begin imposing self-generated standards for
"Clean'' products, brands could be subjected to reformulations more
frequently.260 It would not be a stretch of the imagination to consider, for example, that smaller brands may not survive these
changes, especially if reformulations become frequent on the whim
of consumers' perception. 261 This would ultimately shrink the
See supra Part V.
Commission Regulation 655/2013 of July 10, 2013, supra note 194.
252 Id.
253 See supra Part IV.
264 See supra Part IV.
255 See Chernikoff, supra note 55.
256 Id.
257 Id.
258 Id.
259 Id.
260 Id.
2s1 Id.
260
251
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market to only those companies that have the capital to constantly
update their products.262
Further, setting such definitions and advertising guidelines
can help avoid build-up pressure for courts. Labeling-related litigation in the food and drug space has become increasingly popular.263 If the clean beauty space follows this trend, it will ask a
court to make determinations as to what is a natural ingredient,
and determine which processes are synthetic and which are natural.264 Just as consumers should not be expected to make scientific determinations, neither should judges. 265 Making scientific
determinations would be very difficult. 266 For brands, defending
against these claims could be a costly expense. 267 Noticeably,
food and beverage litigators are beginning to go after the beauty
industry using their experience in the food and beverage industries, which can lead to a lot of changes in the near future.268
Additionally, clarifying these standards will help alleviate
the misguided image of the United States as a toxic playground
for cosmetics companies.269 It would ultimately help consumers
navigate through the sea of marketing claims to find products
Id.
Abby Meyer, No Reason to Blush, SHEPPARD MULIJN: FASHION APPAREL
LAW BWG (Aug. 14, 2020), https://www.fashionapparellawblog.com/2020/08/ar
ticles/cosmetics/labeling-beautyf?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&
utm_campaign=Feed%3A+FashionAppareliLawBlog+%28Fashion+Apparell+
Law+Blog"/o29 [https://perma.cc/2C9S-C7YL].
264 See, e.g., Gasser v. Kiss My Face, LLC, No. 17-CV-01675-JSC, 2018 WL
4538729, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 21, 2018) (''Plaintiffs dispute Defendant's contention that ethylhexylglycerin is present in very small amounts, consistent
with its recognized use as a preservative, and not as a conditioning agent.
Plaintiffs' main counter argument is that caprylic/capric triglyceride is synthetic because it is comprised, in part, of glycerin-a substance that Plaintiffs
argue is synthetic. Plaintiffs point to a U.S. Department of Agriculture regulation,
7 C.F.R. § 205.2, to support their contention that caprylic/capric triglyceride
is a synthetic because it 'chemically changes' coconut oil by adding glycerin to
it. 7 C.F.R. § 205.2. Plaintiffs argue that whether caprylic/capric triglyceride is a
naturally derived substance is a factual dispute not susceptible to resolution
on a motion to dismiss. The Court agrees.")
265 See Meyer, supra note 263.
266 See id.
267 Id.
268 ld.
269 See supra Part I.
262
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that fit their needs.270 It would also regulate marketing practices
that have the potential to mislead consumers through their exploitation of ambiguity.271
Finally, this Note proposes a twofold solution to bridging
the informational gap for consumers in the "clean" beauty space.
First, the FDA must issue guidance on what is a "clean" cosmetic
product.272 The standard can draw on the ISO's definition but be
expanded to adequately capture other issues that may arise in
this context.273 This can be easily achieved through an update of
the Cosmetic Labeling Manual and the Good Manufacturing
Practice Guideline and Inspection Checklist for Cosmetics.274 This
would function to harmonize all products related terminology
and reduce consumer confusion. 275 The definition and guidelines
should be based on tools courts use when determining the truthfulness of claims on cosmetics, one of which includes seeking expert scientific opinion.276 Second, based on the FDA's definition,
the FTC can provide guidelines on how these products can be advertised or monitor the marketplace for violations of the standard
set. The FTC should build these practices on similar principles
on which the EU Regulation was founded and incorporate similar guidelines.277
CONCLUSION

Consumers have become increasingly concerned with their
health, safety, and well-being, and this has driven the demand
for products that fit these criteria. 278 Within the cosmetic industry, the clean beauty movement becomes increasingly popular
amongst consumers.279 Part I of this Note provided an overview
21o See supra Part I.
271 See supra Part II.
212 See supra Part IV.
273 See id.; ISO 16128 defines a ''natural" product being in the ''natural origin
index'' if it contains more than fifty percent of natural raw materials. COSMEBro, supra note 236.
274 See supra Part III.
275 See supra Part III.
276 See supra Part IV.
277 See supra Part V.
278 See GLOBENEWSWIRE, supra note 1.
279 See Statista Research Department, supra note 3.
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of the clean beauty movement with a focus on the drivers behind
consumer preferences for health, wellness, and environmentally
friendly claims and the response on behalf of companies to accommodate these demands. 280 Part II addressed the rhetoric that
prevails amongst consumers in the U.S. that the FDA does not
regulate cosmetics. 281 Additionally, the Note explored how this message spurred the creation of ''Dirty Lists."282 Part III examined how
the FDA regulates the cosmetic industry through the FDCA.2B3
Part N discussed how the United States regulates cosmetics
through U.S. Advertising Law.2B4 Part V provided an overview of
EU Regulations on Cosmetics and Cosmetic Advertising.2B5 Part VI
gave a brief understanding of the !SO's attempt to defme natural
and clean cosmetics.2B6 Finally, Part VII proposed a twofold solution asking for concerted action by both the FDA and FTC.2B7
Ultimately, this Note urges action is needed in this space. As such
the FDA is in the best position to set the standard on clean cosmetics and the FTC is the best mechanism through which to regulate
their use in advertisements based on the FDA's definitions.
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